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Abstract
This paper presents several mechanisms for stimulating contributions from students in a peer-topeer environment. The evaluation of a status and visualization based mechanism showed a
significant increase in student participation and contributions, but a decline in the quality of
contributions.
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1. Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have a lot of potential uses in classroom and academic environments. The concept of P2P
assumes decentralization and equality of participants: there is no central provider or services or material, but the
users who consume the services or materials are also the providers of services and materials. Before the emergence
of specialized P2P protocols for file-sharing, like NAPSTER, Gnutella, Chord, etc., the concept of P2P has been
applied in collaborative learning environments, like Phelps (Greer et al, 1997), I-Help (Vassileva et al., 1999), where
learners can ask for help their peers and receive help from their peers. Phelps was implemented with a client-server
architecture, while I-Help was implemented using a multi-agent architecture and was initially fully decentralized.
Later versions were centralized (all agents ran on a powerful server with an Oracle database).
More recently, P2P file-sharing protocols have been used to design shared but fully distributed learning object
repositories. For example, Edutella (Neidl, et al. 2002) is based on the JXTA platform. Comtella (Vassileva, 2002)
uses the Gnutella protocol and allows graduate students to share research papers that they have found on the web and
stored locally on their disks.
P2P systems are fairly easy to build; they do not require any sophisticated models of collaboration, since they are
mostly based on loose cooperation by the users. Users typically share resources in an asynchronous way and do not
engage in dialogues or collaborative problem solving; these systems provide only the infrastructure, search and
match-making, they do not facilitate explicitly the knowledge building process. There is no need for creating a pool
of resources, or knowledge-base bootstrapping, as in other systems; the users provide the resources themselves. Yet,
these systems are collaborative by nature, i.e. they can not exist without user cooperation, i.e. good will to share
resources, to participate in the system, be on-line and answer requests. This is a much broader definition of
collaboration than the one typically used in the area of CSCL, but even ensuring this level of collaboration is not
straightforward. The lack of user participation has been the main problem in most such systems. It has been a
problem also in online communities where statistics show that most users are lurkers or free-riders. Designing a
successful on-line community is hard and most attempts fail. Only few evolve into sustained productive groups. In
the next three sections we present our experience in designing mechanisms encouraging participation on different
levels in a P2P system.

2. Ensuring presence
P2P systems depend very much on who is on-line at the moment, i.e. how many users have their servents running. A
servent that is not running can not respond to queries, and the resources / services shared by the user are unavailable
to the other users in the system. In addition, in some protocols, like Gnutella, servents participate in forwarding
queries of other users, i.e. they are part of the infrastructure. If they are unavailable, parts of the infrastructure are
unavailable too, and messages can not be transferred. Therefore, ensuring that users keep their servents running is
important.
However, this turned out to be one of the main blocks on the way to deploying I-Help and Comtella. In the
deployment of both systems, we observed that students activate their servent only when they needed help or searched
for some paper. There are good reasons for this behaviour: having an extra application running all the time takes
computing resources and space on the screen (even when the application icon is shrinked down on the task bar or
running in the background). Unfortunately, this selfish behaviour makes it impossible for the community of
simultaneous users to reach a critical mass to allow for everyone to find what they are looking for. As a result,
students who try the system and don’t find anything won’t log in again and they are lost (together with their
resources) for the community. There is a simple technical solution to avoid such negative feedback loop – to move
all the user servents (or agents) on a server, where they can be running all the time and let users log-in to their own
agents or servents when they need to search for resources or services themselves. This solution worked well in the
case of I-Help. We applied it also in an adaptation of the Comtella system to support the “Ethics and IT” class
(Vassileva, to appear) and even though it is a compromise with the architectural purity of the system (since it
imposes a centralization), we argued with ourselves that it is only an implementation issue, since on a higher level
the system remains distributed. All the servents communicate using the Gnutella protocol, i.e. any subset of servents
can be moved to different servers, or back to the user computers and they will still work in the same way. Hybrid
solutions, where some of the peers reside on user computers, if the users are willing to keep them running, and some
reside on servers (where users can not ensure that they will keep their servents running) are also possible. In this
way, by placing some or all the servents on a server, the basic level of participation (keeping the servent running)
was ensured, therefore, access to all shared resources of all peers was ensured all the time.

3. Ensuring regular new contributions
A P2P file-sharing system without new materials shared regularly by at least some of the users quickly reaches
equilibrium: all users have already found and downloaded the files they are interested in. If they don’t find anything
new of interest when they search several times, they won’t try again and will loose interest in the system.
Maintaining a constant stream of new contributions (or shared materials) is very important for the success of the
system. However, this problem can not be solved so easily as the problem of ensuring presence. To contribute new
resources, the users need to invest some effort, including finding the new material, annotating it, performing the
needed actions to share it with other peers. We applied several different methods of motivating users to make
contributions.
3.1. Convenient interface for sharing new resources – “zero-effort” sharing
For example, a pop-up window can appear in the browser reminding the user to share the file, if the user spends a
certain amount of time on a web-page or if she prints a page, or if she is looking at a PDF document. The window
can automatically suggest annotation for the resource using tools like semantic classification of the document based
on the text, URL etc. We applied such proactive reminder in a previous version of the Comtella system for sharing
academic papers, however some of the users found it somewhat too intrusive. If activated only for a certain type of
files (PDF and PS, in which typically research papers are available on the internet), it is more acceptable. However,
in our “Ethics and IT” class the resources to be shared were articles appearing on web-journals, like
www.wired.com, www.itbusiness.ca, the web-edition of New York Times, Atlantic Monthly, or on discussion

forums, on-line communities like Slashdot.org, etc. The format of files from such sources is too heterogeneous and
automatic prompting (without using heavy semantic classification tools) is unlikely to be successful: it will either
omit too many files or it would be annoying.
3.2. Rewarding contributions
Reciprocation is a basic norm in human society [4]. Reciprocation, through rewarding users for sharing files has been
used in existing P2P filesharing systems. Some approaches introduce the notion of artificial currency and micropayments, i.e. create a virtual market. We attempted this approach earlier (Vassileva et al., 1999, Kostiuk &
Vassileva, 1999) in I-Help, but it didn’t stimulate much participation (Vassileva, Deters, 2001). Partially this was due
to the inappropriate way our e-currency was “cashed” in the experiment. Instead of cashing it in grades (e.g.
participation marks), we distributed souvenirs to the top users, which didn’t thrill the students. However, before
attempting a second time, in a class that was in our control to award participation marks based on accumulated
currency, the fate of Mojo-Nation and Clay Shirky’s article on micro-payments (Shirky, 2003) convinced us that any
payment-based approach will not work because the act of “buying” a resource, even at a very small price, creates
mental transaction costs, that is, energy required to decide if the resource is worth buying or not.
There are other approaches to rewarding participation. KaZaA rewards active users with a better quality of services.
The system records the actions of users and maintains a numeric participation level for each user. The speed of
downloads the user can get is based on this value. We applied in a previous version of Comtella (Sun et al., 2003) a
similar idea, but it turned out that a better download speed was not seen by users as a particular reward, since the
speed was very good anyway, the files were relatively small and a couple of seconds didn’t matter. In the “Ethics and
IT” version of Comtella, we rewarded user participation with access to more powerful search options (remove
duplicate results, sort results by different criteria, show only new resources, shared after the user’s last logout, etc.).
While the data from the usage of these options as well as the user questionnaire showed that these extra-functions
were valued by the users, they could have acted as a double-edged sword, since they empowered the users who were
already actively using the system. Perhaps allowing these functions for users who didn’t participate actively would
have made the system more attractive for them.
3.3. Social Visibility
One fundamental way how people decide what to do in a situation is to look at what other people are doing or have
done. If many individuals have decided in favour of doing something, more people will tend to follow their way.
Moreover, a group of people sharing some similarity can influence each others’ behaviour more effectively (Cialdini,
2001). According to the social validation theory (Cialdini, 2001), it would be possible to persuade people to make
contributions to a P2P community by demonstrating that many people just like them have contributed a lot to the
community and benefited from their contributions. Visualizing the community and the level of contribution of each
member in some appropriate way can serve this purpose (Bretzke & Vassileva, 2003). Again, however, the
visualization if not well-thought can be a double edged sword. If only a small portion of all users are active, it
wouldn’t be a good idea to provide a whole picture of the community, because the behaviour of the inactive users
can discourage the user from contributing, if she identifies with them. It is possible, and even in some cases it is
recommended (Erickson, 2003) to misrepresent the actual level of contribution.
We implemented visualization of the user community in the previous version of Comtella for sharing academic
papers among graduate students. It showed the currently online members as stars with size dependent on the number
of their shared files. The size was relative to the total number of files shared at the moment. This lead to some
confusion among the users, since it was possible to share very few files and one day appear as a tiny star but the next
day as the biggest star, since there was currently nobody online sharing more files. Also, when very few stars were
present, the visualization actually worked discouraging, making users feel alone. The conclusion was that we needed
to represent always all the members and to have absolute rather than relative classification of the contribution level,
so that users see consistently their size grow with their contribution and not in relation to who is currently on line.
The good news was the fact that users actually cared about why their star that was so big and bright the previous day
has shrunk to a dwarf. In the Comtella version for the Ethics and IT class we had a permanent visualization of all

users, independently whether on- or off-line. The online users were visualized with filled circle, while the offline
users were visualized with empty circle. There were 4 possible sizes and they were used to show different aspects of
contribution: number of new shared papers, number of papers downloaded from others, frequency of logging into the
system, etc. The visualization was well used by the students, and the questionnaire showed that students cared about
how they appeared – the majority replied that if they see that they are little stars and there are many large stars, they
will try to contribute more to improve their standing in the community.
3.4. Status: Combining Reward and Fear
Discrete emotions have unique appraisal patterns, motivational functions and behavioural associations. According to
the theory of fear, people feel fear when they perceive some threat to themselves or their properties. This fear makes
incoming messages, especially those containing reassuring information or information about how to avoid the threat
more persuasive (Nabi, 2002). One possible persuasion strategy based on fear will arouse fear in the user to loose
something, for example, some privilege. At that point, information how to avoid the problem is provided, e.g. by
contributing more resources. This information will be more persuasive than just a general advice by the system.

Figure 1: The Comtella Interface showing the membership card and explanation of the level.
We implemented in the Ethics and IT version of Comtella this idea by introducing a set of hierarchical memberships
in the community depending on the level of contribution of the user. The levels are currently three: “bronze”,
“silver” and “gold” (see Figure 1). The users with higher level membership are rewarded with better search
functionality as explained in section 3.2. and better visibility (there is a special view “By Status” in the visualization,
where all the gold, silver and bronze members can be seen). Therefore, according to the reciprocation theory
(Cialdini, 2001), there are rewards for higher participation and higher status. However, when a user has reached a
gold membership level, there is little incentive for her to contribute more. Therefore, the status is only temporary, in
our case, on a weekly basis. According to the theory of fear (Nabi, 2002) if a silver- or gold-status user, who has
already enjoyed some privileges, stops contributing to the community and the system shows a warning, this will
arouse fear that her membership will be degraded in the next week. At this time, a message related to the actions that
the user can take to avoid demotion will provide effective persuasion. This was achieved through a window showing

the level of contribution of the user with respect to several factors in comparison with the top-contributor for the
week for each factor.
Essential for this strategy is how the participation level is calculated. In our experiment we used a weighted sum of
the following factors (in decreasing order of the weight): number of new resources brought, number of ratings or
comments on resources, number of downloaded resources from others, relative frequency of logging in, total time
spent on line. The students were very curious to know the formula and immediately attempted a variety of ways to
“cheat” the system, especially the ones that didn’t involve significant effort: keeping logged in for long time, logging
in and out frequently, downloading many files from other peers. We also saw users who contributed new links that
were not related to the topic of the week, and unfortunately, they were successful, since our participation formula did
not take into account the quality of the resources shared.
3.5. Results
In the first 6 weeks of the class we used Comtella without status, visualization and reward for participation. We
introduced the version implementing the motivational mechanism in the middle of the term (after week 7). There
were 35 students registered in the class, 29 of which used the system actively. Figure 4 shows the number of new
links shared by students each week. The bar for week 6 represents two weeks, since the two weeks discussed the
same theme.
It is evident that the number of new articles shared over the last four weeks is about twice bigger than that in the first
six weeks (641 versus 332). Although there is a decrement in the last two weeks (due to the fact that the students had
to focus more efforts on their course projects, scheduled for presentation in the last week of the class), the number of
new resources shared increased significantly. Besides, other kinds of contributions, such as ratings and comments of
articles, increased as well after the motivation mechanism was introduced in the 7th week.
However, the quality of shared resources somewhat decreased. Several (4) users shared a lot of articles not related
directly to the topics of the class to gain a higher membership level or maintain their gold level. One extreme case
was the top contributor of the class, who shared 131 of the 973 links (13 %), of which 40 (~30%) were irrelevant.
Since the hierarchical memberships were introduced into the community, the quantity of the users’ comments
increased but the length of the comments became shorter on average. Obviously, in the next version of the system,
the participation metric has to include a measure of the quality of shared resources and comments.
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Figure 4. The total number of new links shared by all students over the 10 weeks.
(The motivational version was introduced after week 6.)

4. Ensuring high-quality contributions (current work)
Obviously, integrating persuasion mechanisms can effectively encourage participation and contributions in a P2P
community. However, whenever there is some reward (independently whether it is tangible or simply social
visibility), people will be tempted to cheat the system. Therefore, adequate measures should be taken to discourage

cheating behaviours. Our current mechanism allows users to cheat by submitting low quality resources. It is
important to include controls of quality, and it would be the best if the community, i.e. the users are empowered to
exercise this control.
We are currently designing a mechanism to encourage users to rate fairly resources and comments. One possible
approach is to include the quality of contributed resources (e.g. the average rating by other users) in the participation
formula. However, this may encourage users to rate highly the papers of their friends, or generally inflate the ratings.
To ensure fair ratings it will be necessary to measure in some way the credibility or competence of users as raters,
e.g. to compute a reputation (Wang & Vassileva, 2003), similar to the “karma” used in Slashdot.org. Incorporating
techniques measuring similarity of users’ ratings will allow forming sub-communities of users with similar interests
and criteria, which can be useful to extend the system functionality into recommending resources (similar to
collaborative filtering). The more ratings a user submits, the better recommendations she can expect from the system,
which will create a positive feedback loop and reward for fair and frequent ratings. The visualization will be able to
show users based on their reputation, and clustered by similarity of ratings, which will elevate user participation to a
higher, more knowledge-dependent level.
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